Introduction

We welcome the debate sparked by our review of The Integration Anomaly and appreciate the ensuing dialogue around ways to address school segregation, which we all agree is extremely consequential for children. Below we engage with Dr. Scafidi’s response to our review. The format of his response is to first summarize a claim made in our review and to then set forth his reply; this response includes a dozen such claim/response sections. We keep this format, organizing our discussion under his framing of nine of our claims, but attempting to cover all twelve either directly or indirectly.

Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #1: “The anomaly to which the title of my report alludes isn’t backed up by the raw data or supported by other researchers.” and “The Dissimilarity Index is not an appropriate way to define segregation and contributes to biased results.”

Dr. Scafidi’s original report, as we read it, asserts an “integration anomaly” in the sense that there is increased neighborhood integration without corresponding school integration. We respond to the above two issues together because we read them as
questioning our critique of the strength or existence of the “integration anomaly” that is the basis of his report.

According to some broad measures, neighborhood segregation has declined from incredibly high levels several decades ago. But it still remains very intense—amid previously cited worries about 1) the stability of integration in the suburbs, 2) the durability of virtually all-black neighborhoods, 3) the growing link between racial segregation and neighborhoods of concentrated poverty, and 4) non-black minority group avoidance of neighborhoods with concentrations of black residents. Given these trends, along with the fact that nearly three-quarters of U.S. schoolchildren still attend their nearby, assigned school, it seems unwise to rule out housing policy as an important pathway toward greater school integration—which all of us agree is a fundamental goal.

As mentioned in our review, the report’s author, Dr. Scafidi, overlooks several factors that may relate to why neighborhood and school segregation trends diverge. One crucial explanation for the divergence is the proliferation of choice—between public and private schools, between different types of public schools and between public school districts. Another reason is that the different legal, demographic, and jurisdictional structures of school districts in metropolitan areas are connected to varying relationships between residential and school segregation (e.g., school and residential segregation are more tightly coupled in metros that either abandoned or never attempted school desegregation). Such factors are not discussed in either the original report or the author’s response.

Dr. Scafidi claims that the dissimilarity index is easy to interpret and commonly used. We do not disagree, but this claim is overly broad and ignores key methodological issues raised in our review. These include the use of the index as a single measure of segregation, the black-nonblack definition of racial groups, the focus on third graders and the report’s seemingly arbitrary definition of similar and divergent trends. The author made these important methodological choices without adequate—or, in many cases, any—explanation, thereby raising doubt about the validity of his findings. The most significant implication flowing from the report’s methodological limitations was that metropolitan area divergence in school and housing segregation trends may not be nearly as extensive as The Integration Anomaly would lead the reader to believe. Even using the author’s own metrics, school-housing divergence was only present in about one-third of the examined metros (not all metros were included because of low numbers of black third graders). Like Scafidi, we are interested in how to ameliorate school segregation. Yet this flawed analysis hardly seems an appropriate basis for recommending sweeping changes like universal choice to our public educational system.

Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #2: “My report ignores research literature on the effect of charter schools on segregation.”
In our critique of *The Integration Anomaly*, we argue that the author should not have ignored extensive evidence that one of the most rapidly expanding forms of choice—charter schools—is linked to increased school segregation. This is a crucial oversight because charter schools are one of the most widely used contemporary forms of choice and because they are characterized by many of the elements attached to universal school choice, the report’s central policy recommendation. The research on charter schools covers a variety of stratification issues, including students with special needs and students for whom English is a second language. Regarding racial stratification in particular, we read the research consensus as concluding that in most contexts charter schools are associated with heightened school segregation. We pointed to research using a national dataset (Renzulli & Evans, 2005) as well as studies from Texas, Pennsylvania, and Arizona. We also mentioned two studies that the author did cite (Bifulco & Ladd, 2007; and Zimmer et al, 2009, published by RAND and referred to as such below).

Scafidi’s response does not address the studies documenting segregative patterns in Texas, Pennsylvania, and Arizona, even though each of these high-quality analyses uses student-level transfer data to examine how moves to charter schools affect the isolation of white students—and each finds that white students (only urban in the case of Pennsylvania) make segregative transfers.

The response instead focuses on Renzulli & Evans (2005), arguing that the study has limitations because of the segregation measures they used. The response also points out that the original report cited two studies reaching different conclusions: one study showing the most “negative” segregation findings (Bifulco & Ladd, 2007) and one showing positive findings (RAND). That is, he appears to be contending that he was fair to the overall body of research because he sufficiently covered “contrary” sets of findings.

We again stress that the RAND study does not in fact support the conclusion that charter schools help to mitigate black segregation. The study’s conclusion regarding the effects of student transfers on racial composition is even addressed in the short passage that Dr. Scafidi himself quotes: black students’ transfers to charter schools result in enrollment at schools with higher black isolation. Thus, in both his report and in his response, Scafidi is ignoring what the RAND authors conclude and what they consider to be consistent with other literature.

While of course there is not room in his report, or in subsequent responses by him or us, to detail the entire body of literature dealing with charter school stratification, simply describing two studies with contrary findings misleadingly suggests a lack of consensus on segregation in charter schools. In fact, in our reading of the literature on this topic—specifically student-level studies of transfers from traditional public schools to charter schools that we all agree are most helpful to understanding how charter schools relate to segregation—we find that the majority (which we footnoted in our original critique) reach similar conclusions. Simply put, the consensus is that charter schools segregate, though
the magnitude may vary by context. Virtually across the board, black students make segregative moves to charter schools; evidence on white student moves is mixed, depending upon context; and where Latinos are included in the analyses, they also tend to make more segregative moves to charters.¹

Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #3: “African American families freely choosing schools that have a disproportionate number of African American students should be considered a negative outcome.”

We note here that the Duke study framing his discussion of black student segregation in North Carolina charter schools reveals deeply rooted concerns in the civil rights community about introducing charter schools to the state. “This opposition,” the Duke report’s authors write, “may have reflected the state’s historical experience with school choice during the 1960s when ‘freedom academies’ were established to provide a way for white students to avoid integrated schools.”² Centuries of discrimination in North Carolina and across the country should inform contemporary understanding of segregation in both charter schools and regular public schools. Families of all races make school choices within this broader context. Given that Dr. Scafidi introduces universal school choice as the solution to such segregation, it is important to fully examine the evidence on how existing forms of choice work to separate students in different ways.

Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #4: “I misleadingly omitted relevant research by ‘strangely’ curating the literature included in my report.”

The author writes, “Readers will notice that, for undisclosed reasons, Siegel-Hawley and Frankenberg left one item off their list, “U.S. evidence on the impact of school choice programs on segregation.”

In his original report, he focused on a few studies of school choice programs,³ while noting that newer voucher programs with wider eligibility criteria still needed to be studied—presumably because they might differ in outcomes from earlier, more restrictive voucher programs (p. 18 of original report).⁴ This section of The Integration Anomaly primarily focuses on a 2006 review done by Greg Forster for the Friedman Foundation (the publisher of Scafidi’s report) that is characterized as concluding most voucher programs increase racial integration.⁵ The only other research he cites is a brief analysis of the Louisiana voucher program, which draws conclusions based on only a fraction of voucher recipients in the state.

Of the empirical studies he alludes to in his response to our critique, none are published peer-reviewed articles. Many are working papers and several are reports also published by the Friedman Foundation. This summary does not account for other empirical work showing that vouchers are more likely to be used by families with higher levels of parental education, even with income restrictions for eligibility,⁶ or that white students choosing
private schools tend to make segregative choices while black and Latino students make integrative moves. Again, the logical conclusion is that universal choice will likely further segregation, not improve it.

**Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #5: “The conclusion of The Integration Anomaly makes recommendations ‘without supporting material’ and exclude some options ‘backed by research.’”**

In our review we noted that the author’s simplistic list of the “do’s” and “don’ts” of school choice either ignored or misread evidence surrounding the importance of essential civil rights considerations necessary for choice to promote integration. One of the author’s “don’ts” cautioned readers not to employ “controlled choice” approaches. Controlled choice is a system-wide policy that asks families to rank order a certain set of schools, which usually includes a neighborhood option, and to submit those preferences to the district. The final student assignment decision is left in the hands of the district’s central office, whose personnel can take into account any number of factors, including capacity, sibling preference, proximity, and diversity. Civil rights dimensions like outreach, free transportation and diversity goals are typically embedded if desegregation is an emphasis of the controlled choice policy. Research examining the popularity and effectiveness of controlled choice as a desegregation policy has found largely positive impacts on furthering integration.

In his response to our review, the author cites a 2015 article in The Atlantic about metropolitan Louisville’s controlled choice system. He relies on this single news article, particularly its comments from parents on Yelp, to conclude that controlled choice has unintended consequences segregation. Once again, the writer is focusing on outcomes other than the effect of a policy (this time, controlled choice) on segregation. Jefferson County Public Schools (Louisville) has operated under a controlled choice policy for decades, and empirical evidence demonstrates that it has consistently been one of the nation’s most integrated school districts despite high levels of residential segregation.

Though Scafidi holds up research conducted by Siegel-Hawley to indicate that school segregation in Louisville has increased slightly in recent years, his statements ignore the broader context for her conclusions. Siegel-Hawley’s article explicitly links Louisville’s metro-wide controlled choice plan to long-term, meaningful school desegregation, as well as declines in housing segregation. The uptick in school segregation occurred in the aftermath of a Supreme Court decision limiting the way the district could consider race in student assignment, which resulted in considerable modifications to the controlled choice policy. Louisville now operates under a geography-based controlled choice plan. While research on the effectiveness of the new geography-based controlled choice plans is limited, one study found that they can help to maintain racially diverse schools, just not quite as much as a race-conscious plan that focused on the individual race of a student would.
The upshot here is that controlled choice embedded with civil rights considerations has often been a successful tool for desegregation, in contrast to Dr. Scafidi’s claims that such approaches would undermine desegregation.12 Relatively, his claims that “mandating equality” exacerbates segregation ignores the fact that few if any contemporary school integration programs, including controlled choice, “mandate equality.”13 School integration today is largely a choice-based affair designed to incentivize integration, rather than to reassign large numbers of students as “mandatory desegregation” plans did during the civil rights era. His claims must also be set alongside research showing that mandatory desegregation plans extending across city-suburban areas have been linked to more stable diversity, lower levels of school segregation and more rapid declines in housing segregation than mandatory plans limited to central cities.14 In other words, the more far-reaching and comprehensive the plan, the more stable and lasting the school integration.

**Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #6: “The Integration Anomaly ignores the role of transportation in promoting school integration under school choice programs.”**

The author writes in his response, “A better solution to promote integration and other outcomes would be to give every parent the agency and means to choose the schools that best meet their children’s needs. Parents would be able to choose among public and private schools. Schools would be allowed to differentiate their offerings—giving parents a reason other than peer quality for which to sort among schools.”

Obviously, a key part of providing agency to all parents is to offer free transportation. Without it, many families with one or no car and/or working difficult hours will not be able to access a school of choice. Dr. Scafidi raises the issue of cost as a barrier to providing free transportation to schools of choice, which we find interesting given his unqualified support for voucher programs that would necessarily be very expensive if they were to give parents a choice among all of a community’s private schools.

It is also worth noting that the latter part of the above quote comes very close to describing magnet schools, choice programs originally designed to further integration.15 The relationship between integration and magnet schools is strengthened by the presence of diversity goals, the provision of free transportation and extensive outreach.16 Here again, the author fails to consider evidence about the importance of including civil rights considerations in the design of choice.

**Scafidi’s Statement of Our Claims, #7-9: “Those interested in promoting integration should first focus on improving integration across neighborhoods through housing reforms.” “My report will “prompt the reader to incorrectly assume that housing integration policies will have little**
bearing on school segregation.” and “*The Integration Anomaly* ignores how and why parents choose schools.”

First, we did not advocate for any particular order in which school and housing integration policy should be implemented. Instead, we suggested that they should be considered together. Second, we based our concern on the single lever—universal school choice—that Dr. Scafidi identified as a prescription for remedying school segregation, but which the relevant literature suggests will only further school segregation patterns. School segregation will be most effectively tackled through coordinated efforts between the school and housing sectors. Third, and finally, we contend that universal school choice is not an appropriate tool for addressing school segregation, given the extensive literature, reviewed here, in our response, and elsewhere on choice, segregation and how and why parents choose schools.

For this reason, in addition to serious concerns about the methodology used to justify the introduction of universal school choice, we stand by our original conclusion: *The Integration Anomaly* relies on arguments driven by ideology, not evidence.
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